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[57] ABSTRACT
A system for aircraft gunnery training and accuracy 
evaluation wherein a head-up display unit employs a 
cathode ray tube for projecting simulated bullets on a 
pilot’s sighting panel. The simulated bullets each com
prise a pair of bullet trajectory indicia simulating the 
firing of the guns of the aircraft at an actual target. The 
indicia in a pair of bullet trajectory indicia are equidis- 
tantly spaced from the simulated trajectory path by an 
amount related to a selected dimension of the target. 
Each pair of bullet trajectory indicia are initially dis
played to reflect the physical conditions of the aircraft 
at the time of firing, including the rates of aircraft roll, 
pitch and yaw, the aircraft lift acceleration, true aircraft 
airspeed, gun angle of attack, and relative air density. 
As the bullet trajectory indicia traverse the simulated 
trajectory path, the separation between the indicia com
prising a pair o f indicia is decreased to simulate increas
ing distance from the firing aircraft. A hit o f a target 
occurs when a pair of bullet trajectory indicia are ob
served to overlie the target and the indicia in the pair 
are separated by a distance equal to the selected target 
dimension.

19 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR AIRCRAFT
GUNNERY TRAINING AND ACCURACY 

EVALUATION
5

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
One of the most serious limitations in the training of 

fighter pilots for proficiency in air-to-air gunnery has 
been the lack of realistic practice targets and of devices 1Q 
for reliably scoring the targets that have been used.

Common practice targets currently in use include 
darts, banners, Figats (fiberglass aerial targets), and 
drones. The first three of these targets are towed and, 
therefore, are restricted in their maneuverability. They 15 
are also much smaller than typical aircraft targets 
which makes long-range gunnery particularly difficult 
to practice.

These limitations are overcome in large part through 
the use of drones, but this approach is prohibitively 20 
expensive for regular squadron training because of the 
high cost of expendables, e.g., drone targets and live 
ammunition. Also, the use of live ammunition and the 
generation of target debris creates a flight safety prob
lem and restricts the airspace available for training be- 25 
cause of the hazard presented by falling debris. Also, in 
the case of drones, expensive control systems are re
quired and the drones, themselves, are capable of being 
used only once. When towed targets are used the cost is 
inflated by the need to provide tractor aircraft as well as 30 
additional pilots for the tractor aircraft.

In addition to the cost and safety problems, there has 
been no satisfactory method for measuring missed dis
tance when scoring the results of a practice run. Only 
those rounds which actually make holes in the target 35 
can be reliably scored when using the prior art targets. 
Further, it is frequently difficult to determine with any 
accuracy what detailed control action by the pilot pro
duced the practice results from merely correlating the 
hits and misses recorded on the gunsight videotape. 40

The most serious limitation, however, is the lack of 
realism in target maneuverability. Techniques devel
oped for effective firing against small, non-maneuvering 
targets may be incorrect for effective firing against 
large, evasive targets encoutered in actual air combat.

There have been attempts in the prior art to “fire” 
simulated bullets against real, manned aircraft targets 
rather than firing real bullets against simulated aircraft 
targets. Such real-time systems, however, have required 50 
a capability for automatic angle and range tracking of 
the target in order to compute, for display in the cock
pit, the number of hits per “fired” burst. Although such 
target tracking is desirable, there are many realistic, 
air-to-air gun firing situations when sufficient time is not 55 
available to achieve any type of angle and range tracker 
lockon even when this capability is available on the 
aircraft.

OBJECTS A N D  SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION 60

It is accordingly an object o f the present invention to 
provide an improved aircraft gunnery training and eval
uation system and method wherein actual aircraft are 
employed as targets. 65

A further object is to provide an improved aircraft 
gunnery training and evaluation system and method 
wherein the realism of air-to-air gunnery training is

significantly increased to train pilots for actual air com
bat situations.

Another object is to provide an improved aircraft 
gunnery training and evaluation system and method 
which significantly reduces the cost o f training air-to- 
air gunnery through the virtual elimination o f tractor 
aircraft, tractor pilots, ammunition, and drone targets.

Yet another object is to provide an improved aircraft 
gunnery training and evaluation system and method 
that enables details o f misses as well as hits to be ob
served and correlated with the gun sight display.

Still a further object is to provide an improved air
craft gunnery training and evaluation system and 
method with significantly enhanced safety because live 
ammunition is not used and the danger o f striking target 
debris is obviated.

A further object is to provide an improved aircraft 
gunnery training and evaluation system and method 
wherein assessment of combat film will be more effec
tive because missed distances can be observed and ana
lyzed.

Additional objects and advantages of the invention 
will be set forth in part in the description which follows, 
and in part will be apparent from the description or may 
be learned by practice o f the invention. The objects and 
advantages of the invention may be realized and ob
tained by means of the instrumentalities and combina
tions particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

To achieve the foregoing objects in accordance with 
the invention, as embodied and broadly described 
herein, a gunnery simulating system for use with an 
aircraft during gunfire training and accuracy evaluation 
comprises a sighting panel presenting a field of view, 
including a target, to a gun operator; a means for gener
ating data signals describing the motion of the aircraft; 
a display means for presenting and for displaying simul- 
tated bullet indicia; a means controlled by the operator 
for simulating the firing o f the guns of the aircraft at the 
target; and a means for controlling the operation of the 
display means to present the simulated bullet indicia 
responsive to the simulated firing of the guns of the 
aircraft and for displaying the simulated trajectory 
paths of each of the presented simulated bullet indicia in 
response to said data signals whereby the display o f said 
trajectory paths o f the simulated bullet indicia are indic
ative of the actual trajectory paths which would be 
followed by real bullets fired from the guns of the air
craft.

The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo
rated in and constitute a part o f this specification, illus
trate one embodiment of the invention and, together 
with the description, serve to explain the principles of 
the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAW INGS
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the view, as 

seen by the pilot o f the attacking aircraft, of the target 
aircraft and the trajectory path of bullet trajectory indi
cia representing simulated bullets fired at the target 
aircraft.

FIG. 2 graphically compares the accuracy of the 
stadia method of analysis to analysis when radar lock-on 
is employed.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the interrelation of 
the various components of the gunnery system in accor
dance with one embodiment of the invention.

2
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4
FIG. 4 is a vector diagram useful in understanding 

the development o f the mathematical theory underlying 
the design and operation of the gunnery system.

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating further details 
of the computer 30 shown in FIG. 3. 5

FIGS. 6A and 6B are flowcharts o f the program used 
by computer 30 to implement the gunnery system and 
method.

FIG. 7 shows the memory locations used by the com
puter in implementing the gunnery system and method. 1(

FIG. 8 shows the bullet display memory used by the 
symbol generator 28 (FIG. 3) to control the display unit 
30 (FIG. 3) to display the pairs of bullet trajectory 
indicia representing the simulated bullets.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 1:
INVENTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, the present invention can be 
seen to employ the principle of firing simulated bullets 
at real targets. This is accomplished by projecting im- 2C 
ages or “pips” which track the trajectory of hypotheti
cal bullets on the head-up display (HUD) used by the 
gun operator (pilot) o f the attacking aircraft. This per
mits the pilot to observe the trajectory o f the simulated 
bullets as the pips move toward the target in a manner 25 
essentially similar to the way tracer rounds are used in 
the instance of live ammunition.

Alternatively, the pips may be displayed only within 
the gun camera system and recorded for later use in 
evaluating pilot performance. This may be done by 3C 
superimposing the pip display on the field of View of 
gun camera 72, which may or may not be positioned to 
record the actual field of view of the pilot.

In the present case, the displayed “pips” do not di
rectly represent the bullets themselves, but rather two 35 
pips are projected for each bullet and the bullet position 
(which need not be actually displayed) is mid-way be
tween the two pips. This principle is illustrated in FIG.
1 wherein pips (bn,bi2,) are equidistant from the simu
lated trajectory path of the first simulated round fired 40 
after the pilot depresses the trigger. The position of the 
round itself (circled dot) is mid-way between the pips 
(bn,bi2). Pips (b2i,b22), (b3i,b32) and (b4i,b42) are equi
distant from the simulated second, third, and fourth 
fired rounds, respectively. 45

The target T is shown with respect to the pairs of pips 
and the distance between a pair of pips is selected to be 
equal to a known dimension of the target, e.g., aircraft 
wingspan. The pips are displayed to appear to converge 
as the simulated round position moves further along its 50 
trajectory path from the gun muzzle. The point when 
the display round is at target range is determined by 
observing the lateral separation between the pip pair 
representing the round. When the distance between the 
pips is equal to the selected target dimension, the round 55 
is in the plane o f the target.

This use of dual pips enables the pilot, or a person 
evaluating the pilots’s performance through later re
view Of videotape or film produced by camera 72, to 
determine the point at which the bullets pass through 60 
the plane of the target. Rounds which overlie the target 
image at this point are “hits.” This simulated bullet 
display system, therefore, enables a more accurate and 
useful evaluation o f a pilot’s performance than the tradi
tional use of live tracer rounds and simulated target 65 
techniques.

The degree of accuracy with which target range can 
be measured by this system is limited primarily by the

film resolution o f the videotape since a “hit’:’ is deter
mined visually by the equality o f pip spacing and se
lected target dimension. For most HUDs currently in 
operation, camera film resolution is about 0.5 milliradi- 
ans (mr) under nominal lighting conditions. FIG. 2 
illustrates a representative gunnery assessment error 
corresponding to a 0.5 mr film resolution. It is apparent 
that the stadia metric method is more accurate than a 
typical aircraft radar in computing target range for 
distances up to 1,500 feet. The uncertainty in bullet 
impact error is within typical target dimensions out to a 
range of about 2,500 feet.

If radar lock-on is achieved, the point in time when 
each simulated round passes through the target range 
can be determined in flight from known ballistic param
eters and the motion characteristics o f the aircraft at the 
time of firing. This point in time can be displayed di
rectly to the pilot and recorded on the videotape or 
other film. The stadia method then can be used as a 
more accurate assessment of error in short ranges with
out radar lock-on, i.e., less than 1500 feet, and as a back
up assessment at longer ranges when the recorded data 
is being analyzed.

The evaluation display can be flight tested simply by 
reducing the. target wingspan to zero and firing live 
tracers under conditions where they can be easily ob
served and photographed. There should be a one-to-one 
correspondence between the actual and simulated 
rounds as the aircraft is maneuvered while the rounds 
are in flight. In normal operating conditions, this also 
provides the pilot with an effective method for check
ing the boresight accuracy of the aircraft guns.

It is not critical that, for example, the correct target 
wingspan be set before the simulated firing provided 
that the value used, as well as the actual target wing
span, are known. This complicates the data reduction to 
a degree, but a useful result is nonetheless obtainable.

When the gunnery evaluation display is included in 
the same HUD used by the pilot for gun aiming, the 
pilot is provided with a sense of having fired a weapon 
at the target during a training exercise, and provides a 
useful degree o f immediate feedback of results. If, how
ever, it is determined that the pilot would be distracted 
by including the evaluation display in the normal gun- 
sight, then the simulated rounds could be superimposed 
on the videotape produced by the gunsight TV  camera.

FIG. 3 shows, in block diagram form, the gunsight 
system in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the invention. The pilot (gun operator), located at B, is 
presented with a field of view through a combining 
glass panel 22 arranged in accordance with a conven
tional HUD configuration. The pilot’s field of view  
includes the line of sight 11 to the target.

As embodied herein, the display means for presenting 
and displaying simulated bullet pips or trajectory indi
cia comprises a sighting display unit 24, including a 
cathode ray tube (CRT) 26 and collimating optics 27, 
operating to project sighting indicia onto the pilot’s 
field of view via the combining glass 22. The collimat
ing optics 27 serve to focus the indicia images so that 
they appear to the pilot to be emanating from infinity,
i.e., from the area of the target. This collimating ar
rangement is well-known in connection with HUD  
systems and operates to eliminate parallax problems and 
permits the pilot the freedom to move his head within 
the sight field of view without degrading the accuracy 
of the system.
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As embodied herein, the display unit 24 projects bul

let trajectory indicia or pips in accordance with control 
signals received from a controlling means 25 including 
a symbol generator 28 and a digital computer 30. The 
latter receives inputs through an analog-to-digital con
verter unit 32 from means for generating data signals 
describing the motion of the aircraft and including a 
plurality of data input sources 34, 36 and 38.

Air data generator 34 supplies signals to A /D  unit 32 
over lines 52, 54 and 56 representing, respectively, air
craft true air speed V„, gun angle o f attack ag, and 
relative air density p /p 0. These signals are encoded by 
A /D  converter unit 32 and are fed to computer 30 via 
data bus 64.

An inertial data generator 36 supplies signals repre
senting own aircraft lift acceleration A w, roll rate p, 
pitch rate q, and yaw rate r, on lines 58, 60, 62 and 64, 
respectively. Thes signals are also encoded by A /D  
converter 32 and fed to computer 30 via data bus 64.

As herein embodied, a means controlled by the opera
tor for simulating the firing of the aircraft gun com
prises a trigger subsystem 38 which supplies signals T 
representing the actuation of the gun trigger by the pilot 
and AS corresponding to the identification of the type 
of the target. The signals T could be a single pulse 
indicating the firing of a single bullet or, more likely, a 
series of pulses corresponding to a series o f bullets fired 
in a sequence at the target. These signals are supplied to 
A /D  converter 32 and fed to computer 30 over data bus 
64.

The digital computer, HUD, inertial and air data 
sensors appropriate for modern fighter aircraft are suffi
cient for mechanization of the display illustrated in 
FIG.3. Typical sensor requirements are:

5

TRUE AIR SPEED: 100 to 1,000 fps ±  2%
ANGLE OF ATTACK: 0 to 20° ±  1°
RELATIVE AIR DENSITY: 0.2 to 1.1 ±  5%
NORMAL ACCELERATION: — 1 to 7 g’s ±  O.lg
PITCH RATE: —6° to -f 30°/sec, ±  .05°/sec
YAW RATE: ±20°/sec, ±  .05“/sec
ROLL RATE: ' ±200°/sec, ±  .5Vsec

A videotape camera 72 is positioned to record the 
view of the pilot through his sighting panel 22. Thus, 
the target and approaching stream of bullet trajectory 
indicia or pips can be recorded on videotape for later 
analysis and evaluation.

In order to determine whether the simulated bullets 
are being accurately aimed so that the target aircraft 
would be hit, it is necessary to compute the trajectory of 
the simulated bullets. This computation must take into 
account the velocity and direction of the aircraft at the 
time of firing a simulated bullet, the muzzle velocity of 
the bullet, the effects o f gravity on bullet trajectory, air 
density and other factors.

FIG. 4 geometrically represents the components of 
the range vector R and bullet velocity vector V* which 
describes the trajectory of the bullet at any point in time 
after firing. The position of the aircraft is indicated by 
the point of origin a /c  and the components u, V and w  
represent unit vectors along the axes o f the three spatial 
dimensions relative to the point of origin a/c. Unit vec
tor v is along the right wing of the aircraft, unit vector 
u is along the gun bore axis and unit vector w  is in a 
direction normal to the wings and, by convention, 
downward. The unit vector s is along the line o f sight to 
the target. The vector V m is the scalar muzzle velocity

(speed) o f the bullet multiplied by the vector u. The true
airspeed o f the aircraft is defined by the vector Va. _

There are many ways for computing the vectors V* 
and R and one particularly suited for use with a digital 
computer is closed loop integration wherein first order 
integration o f the differential equations describing the 
forces actuating upon the bullets is made sufficiently 
accurate by including small corrections for the error 
that otherwise results.

The scalar distance traveled by a bullet R* in an air 
mass at a given time and after firing is given by

(V a + V m) t  (1)
l + « o t

where

a>o -  kop/po^l + 2̂ 7 ^

and
Rq= ballistic coefficients0.00625V V m=0.36 rad/sec. 
p / p o = relative air density: 0.2 to 1.1 
Except for the effect o f gravity, which will be added 

later, the direction of R* is precisely along the direction 
of the_initial_bullet velocity,

Vb(o)=Va= V m (2)

Thus,

Vbot (3)

6

It is necessary that V*(o) be observed in the aircraft 
coordinate frame, u, v, w. Since V *0 is constant in iner
tial coordinates, the acceleration of the bullet at time 
t = 0  is

Vbo (inertial) =  Vbo(u v +  a> X  Vbo = 0 (4)

where

(&=]m+qv+rw

and p, q and r are the previously described roll, pitch 
and yaw rates determined by the inertial data generator 
36 (FIG. 3).

Thus,

Vbo(u v w) = - X  Vbo (5)
Vl,(o)u= Va +  Vm
Vb(o)v = Va sin f}0 s  Vaf$o
Vb(o)w = Va sin aa at Va a 0
a 0 =  gun angle of attack at t = o (time of firing)
/}0 = angle of side slip at t =  o 
to =  angular rate o fu  » W.

Therefore,

f  1 (6)
tuX Vbo = u \  u>,Vbow -  <owVboi/

-  a wVbou J  +  W'|^m„K4o(i -  o>yVbou J

The components of bullet initial velocity as observed 
in u, v, w  are then,

5
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-continuedII 
II

O 
O

-0>vVb0w +  VwVbor Vb(o)u =  Va +  Vm 

(t)uVbow towVboj/ Vb(o)v =  Va 0 o

(7)
-  R b,  +  G y -  R ay +  W /2

(8) R abu

II

•S®

toyVbou ^bo]/ Vb(p)w =  Va <x0 (9) 5

(22)

If displacement o f own aircraft from the point o f 
firing is Ra, then the distance vector to the round is

R ab—R b ~ R a ( 10)
10

Xw7 =  tan 1
' Kb, + G , -  R a,  ■

R abu

Where:

(23)

It is also necessary that Ra be determined in u v w 
coordinates.

R a  (inertial) — l); — Ra(u v w) *1- to X  R a  

R a(tfT'w) =  Va — hi X  R a 

Va — Va u + fi VaT + a  Va w

to X  Ra — U ^toyttfliy — <l>wRav J  — v ^ toUJ>Raw hl\yRa

( 11)

( 12)

(13)
(14)

Z,p= [Gun/sight parallax] and 0 ^ Z P^ 20  ft.
W = target wing span

15 These expressions for Xv, Xwi and XHa can be simplified 
by replacing certain terms in their derivations with 
suitable approximations. In particular, the second and 
third terms on the right of equations (15) can be ne
glected for most all air-to-air gunnery situations o f in- 

20 terest. Maximum error resulting from this approxima
tion is estimated by evaluating the term o>, Raw.

Thus,

+ w ĵ tou2?av — oŷ tRau
25

Raw  = Q-Vat +

Tf
a>vR awdt

(24)

(25)

R qu =  Va +  &wR qv — oiyRaw

Rav =  0  Va +  <tiuR a w — 0>wRau

Raw — & Va ~b oiyRau — &>ttRav

(15) 30
For a>v =  .25 rad/sec

(16) Va =  800 fps

(17) T f = \  sec.

Total gravity drop of the bullet, including the effects o f 35 °  “  0,2 rad'
aero drag, is readily shown for the 3 /2  power drag law ,
to be o f the form e ^  ' 1-2 + -08] = 14 ft.

a  =

too =

(18)
40

45

Elevation and traverse components of (18) are, respec
tively

This is a negligible error in range. A  similar approxi
mation in equation (7) is inappropriate because the cor
responding range error would be almost an order of 
magnitude larger than (23).

A  potentially significant source o f error, however, 
can result from the finite solution rate. An estimate of 
this error can be obtained from analysis o f equations (8) 
and (9). Elevation angular error resulting from rectan
gular integration during each interval is approximately

Gw = g  ' 2 £  1 +  

Gv =  -g- g t1 ^  1 +

2
1 -f- 6>0t

2
1 +  (H0t

]
]

cos 6 cos

cos 6 sin

(19) 50
_^2_ (22) 

Vbou 2

(20)
55 Total elevation angular error at a particular time of 

flight is

where
0 = aircraft pitch attitude _  n Vb°«<i) hti
and <f>=aircraft roll attitude 60 £l _  »=0 FH,(o ~ 2~
The elevation and traverse coordinate angles to be 

displayed for the pair of pips simulating a bullet are, From (9) 
respectively

x , = —tan- 1
“ R bw +  Gw + Zp — R aw 

Rabu

(21)
65

'̂ bow — +  toy Vbou = toyf +  Vm)

n „ u = va + vm

(28)

(29)

Thus
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Vbow (30)

nrus£>y

«> = .| o = , | 0 <V0[Ar] [ ^ ]

Ar (31)£1SS0)V—J—

A representative value is

Although this error is small, it is not entirely negligi
ble. Because it is small, however, it can be corrected by 
simply adding the estimated error (31) to the final com
putation of elevation angle.

Traverse error is estimated from equation (8).

Vbov ~  MuVbow ~~ b’ H'^boij ( 3 3 )

It is sufficiently accurate for error analysis to assume 
coordinated flight, i.e.,

oiw sz ao>u (34)

If rudder pedals are used to any significant degree to 
generate side slip, the analysis o f the second term

( ^ b o u)

would proceed exactly as done in the development of 
(31). Since a)win this case would be about 100 mr/sec at 
most, the corresponding error due to first order integra
tion Would be about one mr (negligible). Thus

hov “ eiiXPfcoH, -  aVbou> (35)

However, Vbow =  a V bou +  /  ^bowdt (36)

From (9),

Vbow *  <*vVb0u 

and

SVbowd t ~ W bow (37)

Therefore

Vbov =  ^  (U u ^ V b o J  ( 3 8 )

Error due to first order integration is

^ £2“ , ! o ^ v^ T -
(39)

=  - y -  f f Vb„vdt
(40)

0

a - y -  o>uA Vbow
(41)

Thus

at i*l ^
£2 *  —  °>u

Representative (max) numbers are 
a>w= 2  rad/sec 
\ v=  — 250 mr.
At=0.02 sec.
€2= 5  mr.

This is not a negligible error, particularly since it is a 
lateral error. Equation (42) is therefore an appropriate 
correction to be added to the traverse bullet angle. 
Traverse angles (22) and (23) may be approximated by 
the argument of the arc tan function with sufficient 
accuracy.

Table 1 lists the error X3/3  in approximating tan~’X 
with X

TABLE 1

X ■ - ( ■ $ - )  < » - ’>

(mr.) (mr)

100 .33
150 1.1
200 2.9
250 5.0

The third order term is apparently necessary for eleva
tion angles but not for transverse angles.

The foregoing equations for deriving the angular 
display coordinates, \ v. Xwi, and for each pair of 
pips corresponding to a fired simulated bullet can be 
grouped and summarized as follows:

1. Aero Drag

1 +  G>0 tf

T  — a t f

2. Initial Bullet Velocity as Observed in Aircraft (u v 
w) Coordinates

^ bou ~  — ~  3̂ ;  +  Vir.

Vbov ~  biuVbow ~  <*iwVboj/ ^bgv =  Va f3(o)

^bow =  wv^bou ~  b>uVb0f  V*bow =  Ki a (°)

3. Bullet Range Relative to Firing Point

Rbu =  TVbou 
R b, =  rVbou 
Rbtv ~  T^bow

4. Aircraft Range Relative to Firing Point

=  Va t f
R a y  ~  /3 K, + t iiu R a w  — O iy R a jj
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-continued

Raw ~~ ® — oî Rgy

5. Gravity Drop

g tf-
G =  - g -  (1 +  2a)

Gv = G cos 0 sin <{>
Gw =  G cos 0 cos <f>

6. Bullet Range Relative to Aircraft

Rabu ~ Rbu Rau 
Rabv ~  Rby Ray
Rabyy = Rbw Raw

1. Sight Angles

4,308,015
Bullet angle would be displaced at the first iteration 
following inequality (44).

Because o f the high angular rates characteristic o f 
air-to-air gunnery, some interpolation between com- 

5 puter iterations will generally be required.
For an angular rate o f 200 mr/sec, for example, a 

computer iteration time of 0.02 sec. produces a 4 mr step 
between successive bullet angles. This is not a negligible 
error, although it is small.

10

1 2

Let ARb, =  Rabu Of) -  R'rOj)
= u component of range from target to bullet on the 

first iteration after inequality (44) is satisfied.

(45)

The appropriate corrections to bullet range compo
nents before display are therefore

xi =

X2 =

R abw + G w + Zp  

R abu

Raby + Gy + W /2 

R abu
R abw +  G r -  W /2 

R abu

20 R abw Of) — R abw Of) ~  &R abw Of)
/  t\R bt

■&R abu Of)

(46)

Where:

25

i i AtXy =  y  — 3 +  tby—2—

x»l =  XI -  0> uK y-~—

y y Atb-wi — X2 ~  WwA.v ~
30

Although the above-discussed equations enable the 
gunnery firing and evaluation system and method to 
provide meaningful results in practice o f  air gunnery, 35 
significant additional capability is available, when the 
aircraft’s radar is employed to effect range lock-on. 
With this capability, it is possible to display the rounds 
or pairs of pips at target range directly, although the 
instantaneous positions of the pairs o f pips would still be 40 
displayed. Some advantages of this approach are:

1. A  direct display of bullet miss distance greatly 
simplifies data reduction.

2. The pilot is provided an immediate in-flight assess
ment of firing effectiveness. 45

3. A  more accurate measure o f miss distance at long 
range is available.

4. Redundancy in the measurement of bullet miss
distance provides additional accuracy or greater assur
ance that some useful information will always be ob- 50 
tained. .....
The angular position o f the bullet at target range is 
displayed in the form o f a six milliradian circle (disper
sion) at the time that bullet range is equal to target 
range. A  somewhat simpler, and sufficiently accurate 55 
approach is to compare the u axis component of bullet 
position with the u axis component o f target range, i.e.,

R abu >  r Tu =  r T

C x? +ly l w
1 ------- r----

(44)

Where: :
R r =  target range from radar
\ t v=Radar elevation gimbal angle (relative to ADL) 
XtH,= Radar traverse gimbal angle

60
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&R abw(0  Change in during the interval that 
the bullet passes the target.

4 R abu(!j) =  Change in AR abu during the interval that 
the bullet passes the target.

Because of the significantly lower yaw rates, interpola
tion for Rav does not appear to be justifiable.

The elevation and traverse angular coordinates. 
would then be calculated according to the equations 
summarized in (7) above.

FIG. 5 shows in more detail the computer 30 o f FIG. 
3. The computer 30 comprises a central processor unit 
102 intercdnnected 'with a timing Circuit 104 and a mem
ory 106. The central processor unit 102 receives the 
outpflts from air data generator 34, inertial data genera
tor 36 and trigger subsystem 38 over bus 64 through 
input/output control 108. Similarly, the CPU 102 passes 
information from memory 106 to bus 66 and to symbol 
generator 28 through the input/output control 108. This 
information comprises the angular coordinates for the 
pairs o f bullet trajectory indicia or pips displayed on the 
combining glass 22 by the sighting display unit 24. A  
suitable central processor unit is the MCP701A digital 
display processor manufactured by General Electric 
Co.

In the preferred embodiment, the angular coordinates 
of the pairs o f pips are generated by central processor 
unit 102 by means of the above-discussed equations. In 
order to perform these calculations and generate the 
angular coordinates, the central processor 102 is pro
grammed to perform the necessary operations. FIGS. 
6a and 6b show the program for accomplishing this task.

FIG. 7 shows the data tables resident in memory 106 
for storing the data necessary to perform the calcula
tions.

FIG. 8 shows the display tables also resident in mem
ory 106 for storing the angular coordinate o f the pairs of 
pips.

The following is a list o f mnemonics for the data 
quantitites used in calculating the angular coordinates:

XC—the C register in the MCP701A computer;
XA—the A  register in the MCP701A computer;
XB—the B register in the MCP701A computer;
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NBUT—number of simulated bullets displayable at 

the same time to represent a bullet stream 810 maxi
mum);

KBUT—USed as a pointer, initially equals NBUT and 
is decremented N times;

ITMAX—constant equal to l+ (th e  total time of 
flight)/(iteration rate);

TFF—time of flight for a simulated bullet;
PG35—starting address of page 3 scratch pad mem

ory;
D EN D —address of last location used in display ta

ble;
DRANG—calculated range from firing aircraft to 

simulated bullet;
DMIN—constant set to check the minimum range;
BIPAS—represents the routine to bypass displaying a 

simulated bullet if;
1. T(K)=0;
2. DRANG <  DMIN; or
3. bullet is out of the field of view of HUD;
TRFLG—a discreet word equal to one when the

trigger is squeezed to fire a simulated bullet; this task.
TRFLG1—a discreet word set equal to one when the 

trigger is squeezed to fire a simulated bullet; and
BSC—counter utilized to indicate when to initiate a 

new bullet.
The tables in FIG. 7 store data concerning and de

scribing the condition of each simulated bullet. In this 
example, each table has ten entries and, thus, the system 
is capable of simultaneously displaying ten simulated 
bullets in the form of ten pairs of bullet trajectory indi
cia, i.e., ten pairs o f pips The information stored in the 
tables comprises:

T(K)—the current time of flight for a simulated bul
let;

DRANG—the range vector for a simulated bullet;
DVBV—Incremental bullet velocity along the v axis;
D VBVI—DVBV from previous iteration;
DVBW—Incremental bullet velocity along the w 

axis;
RVDOT—axis range rate of the bullet;
RVDOT1—RVDOT from previous iteration;
RWDOT—w axis range rate of the bullet;
RWDOT1—RWDOT from previous iteration;
AB—the current acceleration of the bullet;
VB—the current velocity of the bullet;
D V B—Bullet speed minus aircraft speed;
VBW—w axis bullet velocity;
RVV—v axis bullet range;
RVV1—RVV from previous iteration;
RWW—W axis bullet range;
The quantities RVV, RVV1, and RWW are both 

double precision, meaning that two words of storage 
are provided for each of these quantities.

Referring now to FIG. 6a, the operation of the firing 
evaluation and display system is initiated by setting the 
A register and the B register to PG35. K is set to one 
and KBUT is set to NBUT. The next step is to fetch 
T(K) which in this instance would be T(l). This quan
tity is checked for zero and, if it is zero, then that entry 
in the bullet table is not active and no update of a bullet 
position is required for that entry. In such case, KBUT 
is decremented by one and checked to see if it is zero. If 
KBUT is zero then all the entries in the bullet table have 
been processed and processing continues to update any 
remaining display angular coordinates.

If, however, the content of T(K) is not equal to zero, 
indicating that this entry in the bullet table reflects an

13
active simulated bullet, then the quantity T(K) is set to 
the quantity T(K) — 1. The time of flight is computed as 
T F F = (ITM AX-T(K)*0.02. The quantity 0.02 is 
chosen because the system is set to display 1-10 bullets 
simultaneously. Presently, with ten bullets a twenty 
millisecond interrupt time is the minimum and, thus, the 
quantity ITM AX—T(K) specifies the number of itera
tions performed and the quantity 0.02 corresponds to 
the time between iterations.

After computing the time of flight, TFF, the new 
bullet position for bullet K is calculated according to 
the foregoing equations and the results are stored in the 
Kth entry o f the bullet tables shown in FIG. 7. Next, the 
pointer into the number of bullets processed, KBUT, is 
decremented by one and checked to see if it is zero. If it 
is not, the A  register is incremented by one, the B regis
ter is incremented by two and K is incremented by one. 
The next entry in the bullet table is processed in the 
above-described manner and the same procedures are 
iteratively performed until all entries in the bullet table 
have been accessed and new bullet positions calculated 
and stored for each active entry.

Once this has been accomplished, the A  register and 
B register are reset to PG35, the C register is set to 
DEND, K is reset to one and KBUT is set to NBUT. 
The processing continues to update the angular coordi
nates for each bullet trajectory indicia or pair of bullet 
pips stored in the bullet display table of FIG. 8.

This is accomplished by first fetching the first entry in 
the bullet table T(K) [K = 1 in this instance]. If T(K) is 
equal to zero, then this bullet entry in the bullet table is 
inactive and no further processing is required. Thus, the 
computer operation passes to BIPAS and preparations 
are made to examine the next entry in the bullet table. If, 
however, the T(K) entry is not equal to zero than 
DRANG for that bullet entry in the bullet table is 
checked against the minimum display range DMIN. If 
DRANG is less than DMIN, then further processing 
for that entry in the bullet table is bypassed. If not, the 
x and y positions for each pip of a pair of pips represent
ing the simulated bullet is compared to maximum dis
play parameters to insure that the computer 30 does not 
generate angular display coordinates which are outside 
of the display range of display unit 24. If such is the 
case, further processing for that entry in the bullet table 
is bypassed. If, however, the x and y coordiriates are 
within the display limits, the angular display coordi
nates stored in the display table shown in FIG. 8 coore- 
sponding to this bullet position in the bullet table of 
FIG. 7 are updated with the newly calculated bullet 
position for that particular bullet entry.

The display table of FIG. 8 utilizes six words of stor
age for each bullet. These six words store, in order, 
POSX, POSY, corresponding to Kv and respec
tively. A JM5 instruction meaning to jump five words 
ahead in processing, POSX, POSY, corresponding to 
\y  and \ w2, respectively, and another JM5 instruction.

The bullet display table shown in FIG. 8 reflects two 
active bullet positions, i.e., bullet 1 and bullet 2 and 
eight inactive bullet positions 3-10. In an inactive bullet 
position, the first word of storage is a JMP6 instruction 
which results in bypassing all processing for that entry 
in the bullet display table.

Once the entry in the bullet display table has been 
updated with new angular coordinates reflecting the 
newly determined bullet position, the entry T(K) is 
checked to see if it is equal to one. If it is, that entry in 
the bullet table is made inactive by setting T(K) equal to
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zero. This is done because the time of flight for the 
simulated bullet corresponding to that entry in a bullet 
table is equal to the maximum time o f flight within the 
system and, thus, the pair o f pips for that particular 
bullet entry will not longer be displayed.

As can be seen from FIG. 6a, the operations follow
ing (1) the BIPAS determination, (2) a determination 
that T(K) is equal to one, and (3) the setting of T(K) to 
zero are all the same. These operations include incre
menting the A  register by one, incrementing the B regis
ter by two, incrementing the C register by six, incre
menting K by one and decrementing KBUT by one. If 
KBUT is not equal to zero then the next entry in the 
bullet table is processed in the foregoing manner in 
order to update its corresponding entry in the bullet 
display table.

If all entries in the bullet table have been processed, 
i.e., KBUT equals zero, then the EN D  routine is loaded 
in the display table and the symbol generator is permit
ted to transfer the angular coordinates of each pair of 20 
pips to the display unit for display on sighting panel 22. 
The manner in which the display of the pips is accom
plished in response to the angular display coordinates is 
well-known and need not be further discussed.

The processing operations set forth in FIG. 6b are 
performed in response to the firing of another simulated 
bullet by the gun operator or pilot. First the trigger flag, 
TRFLG is checked to see if it equals one. If it does not, 
then no new simulated bullet has been fired and process
ing returns to the bullet table updating routines set forth 
in FIG. 6a. If TRAG is equal to one then another trig
ger flag TRFLG1 is also checked to see if it equals one.
If it does, the bullet counter BSC is decremented by one 
and checked to see if it equals zero. If it is not equal to 
zero then a sufficient time has not passed since the pre
vious bullet has been entered into the system and pro
cessing returns to the bullet position update routines in 
FIG. 6a.

If, however, BSC is equal to zero, then BSC is reset, 
i.e., set to six in this instance, and a new entry is placed 40 
in the bullet tables shown in FIG. 7.

The reason that a new bullet entry may not be placed 
in the bullet table immediately upon the depression of 
the trigger by the gun operator, is that the system is set 
up to accommodate a finite number of bullets, in this 
case ten, and due to the speed of processing by the CPU, 
the continuous depression of the trigger could overflow  
the number of entries in the bullet table very rapidly. 
Since the system is adapted to display ten bullets for a 
maximum time period of one second, then a new bullet 50 
is entered into the system at tenth second intervals.

The entry of a new, simulated bullet into the system 
is accomplished by scanning’ the bullet table for zero 
entries in the T(K) positions. If a zero entry is found, 
ITMAX is loaded into the T(K) storage position for the 
detected position in the bullet table. Also, initialization 
of certain variables is performed at this time, and the 
instantaneous values of the air data sensors and inertial 
data sensors are stored in appropriate form in that entry 
of the bullet table. After these initialization steps are 60 
performed, processing returns to the bullet updating 
routines of FIG. 6a.

In operation, a pilot setting at B (FIG. 3) sights a 
target aircraft in his field of view 11. The pilot operates 
the trigger subsystem by actuating the aircraft selector 
and the trigger for the guns o f the aircraft. The aircraft 
selector generates an aircraft selector pulse AS identify
ing the type of target aircraft and the trigger subsystem
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generates trigger pulses T for each depression or the 
continual depression of the trigger. These signals are 
provided to the analog-to-digital converter 32.

Meanwhile, the air data generator 34 is supplying 
instantaneous values for the velocity of the aircraft, V a, 
the gun angle of attack, ag, and relative air density p. 
These signals are similarly encoded by the analog-to- 
digital converter 32. The inertial data generator 36 is 
also supplying instantaneous values for the aircraft lift 
acceleration A,v, roll rate p, pitch rate q, and yaw rate r. 
Again, these signals are encoded by the analog-to-digi
tal converter 32 and, with the other inputs, are supplied 
to computer 30.

The computer 30 creates an entry in a bullet table 
stored in its memory for each simulated bullet fired by 
the pilot. All necessary information for computing and 
displaying the trajectory of the simulated bullet is 
stored in its corresponding entry in the bullet table. 
From this data, the computer computes a range vector 
and velocity vector for each simulated bullet. Angular 
display coordinates are generated from the range vector 
and velocity vector such that a pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia or visible pips can be displayed in a manner that 
represents the trajectory of the simulated bullet over a 
particular time span. The equations necessary for com
puting the range vector and velocity vector as well as 
the angular display coordinates have been previously 
set forth.

The angular display coordinates for the pips are 
stored in the bullet display table. Periodically, the com
puter transfers the contents o f the bullet display table to 
the symbol generator 28 which controls the display unit 
24 in a manner that will project the bullet trajectory 
indicia or pips corresponding to each simulated bullet 
on combining glass 22. This superimposes the pips on 
the field of view of the pilot so that the relative position 
of the pips and the target aircraft can be observed. Op
tionally, a camera 72 is coupled to the display unit 24 by 
control lines 74 such that the camera can record on 
videotape the superimposed image o f the pips and target 
much as they are actually seen by the pilot.

The computer continually updates the trajectory for 
each pair of display pips so that the pips are made to 
appear to approach the target much as actual bullets 
would approach the target. This is accomplished by 
decreasing the distance between the pair of pips while 
continually updating the display position of the pips. 
The initial separation between the pips is computed by 
computer 30 in accordance with the target identifica
tion signal AS generated by the trigger subsystem. This 
separation is a function of some dimension o f the identi
fied target, for example, aircraft wingspan. The conver
gence of the pips is computed to represent the apparent 
decrease in the selected dimension o f the target with 
increasing distance.

A  hit o f the target aircraft by the simulated bullet 
occurs when the pips are seen to be superimposed upon 
the target and separated from each other by the same 
distance as the selected dimension of the target. Again, 
as an example, if the selected dimension is the wingspan 
of an aircraft then the separation between the pips 
would have to be equal to the wingspan of the target 
aircraft as it appears to the pilot when the pips are di
rectly superimposed on the target. This corresponds to 
the intersection of the plane of the target by the pips 
representing the simulated bullet.

As an alternate embodiment, a radar unit 31 can be 
employed to supply the actual range to the target, R;, by
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radar lock-on. Given this actual target range, the com
puter can be programmed to compute the point in time 
that the simulated bullet would arrive at that range. 
When this occurs, the computer generates a dispersion 
pattern or other type of visible signal indicating that the 5 
pips have arrived at the range of the target. If the pips 
are directly superimposed over the target at the time of 
the visible signal, then it can be assumed that a bullet 
simulated by the pips would have hit the target aircraft. 
The video camera 72 records the image of the target, 10 
the continually changing position of the pips and also 
the visible signal generated when the pips reach the 
target range.

It will be understood that the use of the videotape 
with or without radar lock-on enables the evaluation of 15 
the firing technique and accuracy o f the pilot. It enables 
pilots to study gunnery techniques while using actual 
aircraft as targets in simulated combat situations but 
avoids the previously mentioned drawbacks of using 
drones and towed targets. 20

It will be apparent, to those skilled in the art, that 
modifications and variations can be made in the exem
plary system and method disclosed herein without de
parting from the scope or spirit o f the invention. For 
example, a system or method wherein more than ten 25 
bullets could be simultaneously displayed may be em
ployed. Also, more than two pips could be used to 
represent each simulated bullet. Thus, it is intended that 
the present invention cover these modifications and 
variations of this invention which come within the 30 
scope of the appended claims and their equivalents.

What is claimed is:
1. A gunnery simulating system for use with an air

craft during gunfire training and accuracy evaluation, 
comprising: 35

a sighting panel presenting a field of view, including 
a target, to a gun operator;

means for generating data signals describing the mo
tion of said aircraft;

display means for presenting and for displaying simu- 40 
lated bullet indicia on said sighting panel superim
posed on said field of view, each said bullet indi
cium including a pair of bullet trajectory indicia;

means controlled by said operator for simulating the 
firing of the guns of the aircraft at said target; and 45

means for controlling the operation of said display 
means to present said simulated bullet indicia re
sponsive to said simulated firing of the guns of the 
aircraft and to display simulated trajectory paths 
for each of said presented simulated bullet indicia 50 
in said field of view in response to said data signals 
whereby the display of said simulated trajectory 
paths of said simulated bullet indicia correspond to 
the actual trajectory paths which would be fol
lowed by real bullets fired from the guns of said 55 
aircraft at said target.

2. The system of claim 1 wherein said generating 
means generates data signals describing the roll rate p, 
pitch rate q, yaw rate r, lift acceleration A», true air 
speed V„, gun angle o f attack ag, and relative air density 60 
p /p o -

3. The system of claim 2 wherein each said simulated 
bullet indicium comprises a pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia generated by said controlling means and associ
ated with a said simulated trajectory path, said control- 65 
ling means controlling said display means to display said 
pair of bullet trajectory indicia equidistantly spaced 
from said simulated trajectory path and separated from

18each other by a distance representing a selected dimen
sion of said target.

4. The system of claim 3 wherein said controlling 
means controls said display means to display said pair of 
bullet trajectory indicia such that the distance separat
ing said indicia in each said pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia decreases as each said pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia is displayed at increasing ranges from said air
craft along said trajectory path whereby said operator is 
able to determine, by comparing the distance between 
each said pair of bullet trajectory indicia with said se
lected dimension of said target image, the point in time 
and space wherein each said pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia passes through the spatial plane of said target.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein said controlling 
means controls said display means to present and to 
display a plurality o f  pairs o f bullet trajectory indicia 
simultaneously.

6. The system of claim. 5, wherein said controlling 
means comprises:

means for generating display symbols for controlling 
said display means; and

means for calculating display coordinates Xv, X»>i and 
\ W2 supplying said calculated display coordinates 
to said symbol generator means to control the dis
play of said pair of bullet trajectory indicia, said 
coordinates calculated in accordance with the 
equations:

Xy =  — tan"

X>yi =  tan-1

Xh-2 — tan

” Rbw  + Gw ~t" Z p  — Raw  

Rabu

~ Rby “f" Gv — Ray + W/I 
Rabu

Rby “I" Gy — Ray — Wfl - 
Rahu

where
Xv= th e elevation component o f the sight angle of the 

simulated bullet corresponding to a displayed pair 
of bullet trajectory indicia;

XH>i=the traverse component of the sight angle for 
one of the indicia of the pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia corresponding to a simulated bullet;

Xh-2= the traverse component of the sight angle for 
the other indicia of the pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia corresponding to a simulated bullet;

W =the selected dimension of the target;
Zp= th e  gun-to-sight parallax correction factor 

0 g Z pS 20 feet;
the w component of the range of the target 

from the bullet;
Raiv=the w component of the range of the target 

from the aircraft;
Rai=the u component o f the range of the bullet 

from the aircraft;
G w=th e W component of the force of gravity;
R*v=the v component of the range of the target from 

the bullet;
Gv= th e v component of the force of gravity; and
Rflv= th e y  component o f the range of the target from 

the aircraft.
7. The system of claim 6 further including means for 

video recording the said displayed pair of bullet trajec-
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tory indicia as said controlling means controls said dis
play means to display said simulated trajectory path for 
each said pair o f bullet trajectory indicia.

8. A  gunnery simulating system for use with an air
craft during gunfire training and accuracy evaluation, 
comprising:

a sighting panel presenting a field o f view, including 
a target, to a gun operator; 

means for generating data signals describing the mo
tion o f said aircraft;

display means for presenting and for displaying simu
lated bullet indicia, each said bullet indicium in
cluding a pair of bullet trajectory indicia; 

means controlled by said operator for simulating the 
firing of the guns of the aircraft at said target; and 

means for controlling the operation of said display 
means to present said simulated bullet indicia re
sponsive to said simulated firing of the guns o f the 
aircraft and for displaying simulated trajectory 
paths for each of said presented simulated bullet 
indicia in said field of view in response to said data 
signals whereby the display of said simulated tra
jectory paths o f said simulated bullet indicia corre
spond to the actual trajectory paths which would 
be followed by real bullets fired from the guns of 25 
said aircraft at said target.

9. A  method o f practicing gunnery with an aircraft by 
firing simulated bullets at real targets comprising the 
steps of:

initiating a simulated bullet each time the trigger o f an 30 
aircraft is activted by a gun operator; 

supplying data signals reflecting the instantaneous 
motion of said aircraft;

generating a pair of bullet trajectory indicia associ
ated with each said initiated simulated bullet; 

simulating the trajectory path o f a real bullet fired 
from guns o f said aircraft by generating a simulated 
trajectory path for each said pair of bullet trajec
tory indicia from the values of the said data signals 
supplied at the time said associated simulated bullet 40 
was initiated and from the elapsed time since the 
said associated simulated bullet was initiated; and 

displaying said pair of bullet trajectory indicia as said 
pair of inidica traverse said simulated trajectory 
path.

10. A  method o f practicing gunnery with an aircraft 
by firing simulated bullets at real targets comprising the 
steps of:

initiating a simulated bullet each time the trigger of an 
aircraft is activated by a gun operator; 

supplying data signals reflecting the instantaneous 
motion of said aircraft; ,

generating a pair of bullet trajectory indicia associ
ated with each said initiated simulated bullet; 

simulating the trajectory path of a real bullet fired 
from guns o f said aircraft by generating a simulated 
trajectory path for each said pair of bullet trajec
tory indicia from the values of the said data signals 
supplied at the time said associated simulated bullet 
was initiated and from the elapsed time since the 

• said associated simulated bullet was initiated; and 
displaying on a head-up display unit visible to said 

gun operator said pair of bullet trajectory indicia as 
said pair of indicia traverse said simulated trajec
tory path.

11. The method of either claim 9 or 10 wherein said 
step o f simulating further includes spacing said indicia 
in said pair o f bullet trajectory indicia equidistantly
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about said simulated trajectory path and decreasing the 
separation between said indicia in said pair o f bullet 
trajectory indicia as the range o f said pair o f  bullet 
trajectory indicia increases from said aircraft along said 
simulated trajectory path.

12. The method set forth in claim 11 wherein said step 
of displaying further includes superimposing said pair o f 
bullet trajectory indicia traversing said simulated trajec
tory path on said real target.

13. The method set forth in claim 12 wherein Said step 
of simulating further includes selecting a spacing be
tween a said pair o f bullet trajectory indicia that is a 
function o f a dimension o f said target.

14. The method set forth in claim 13 wherein said step 
of simulating further includes iteratively calculating the 
coordinates of said bullet trajectory indicia along said 
simulated trajectory path and controlling the display of 
said pair of bullet trajectory indicia to reflect said itera
tively calculated coordinates.

15. The method set forth in claim 14 wherein said step 
of calculated further includes computing

Xv — —tan

Xwl =  tan

Xw-2 =  tan

” &bw + &W + ,Zn - Rn
Rabu

r  Rbv + G y- Rav + W/2 -l

where
Xv= th e elevation component o f the sight angle of the 

simulated bullet corresponding to a display pair of 
bullet trajectory indicia;

XM’i= th e  traverse component o f the sight angle for 
one o f the indicia o f the pair o f bullet trajectory 
indicia corresponding to a simulated bullet;,

Xw2= th e traverse component o f the sight angle for 
the other indicia, o f the pair o f  bullet trajectory 
indicia corresponding to a simulated bullet;

W =th e selected dimension of the target;
Zi0= th e  gun-to-sight parallax correction factor, 

0 ^ Z p S 20 feet;
R iw= th e w component o f the range of the target 

from the bullet;
Row—the w component of the range of target from 

the aircraft;
Rai= th e  u component o f  the range o f  the bullet 

from the aircraft;
G w= th e W  component of the force of gravity;,
Rv„=the V  component o f the range of the target from 

the bullet;
G v= th e v component o f the force of gravity;
Rflv= th e v component o f the range o f the target from 

the aircraft,
16. The method of claim 14 further including the step 

of video recording each said displayed pair o f bullet 
trajectory indicia traversing a said simulated trajectory 
path.

17. A  method for practicing gunnery with an aircraft 
by firing simulated bullets at a real target comprising 
the steps of:

initiating a simulated bullet each time the trigger of 
the aircraft is activated by a gun operator;
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supplying the values of data signals reflecting the 

instantaneous motion of said aircraft; 
simulating the trajectory path of a real bullet fired at 

said target by said aircraft by:
( 1) generating a simulated bullet trajectory path for 

a said simulated bullet, said simulated bullet tra
jectory path reflecting the values of data signals 
supplied at the time said simulated bullet was 
initiated;

(2) generating a pair of bullet trajectory indicia for 
said initiated simulated bullet;

(3) displaying said pair of bullet trajectory indicia 
said displayed indicia being equidistantly spaced 
from the simulated bullet trajectory path and 
separated from each other by a distance related 
to a dimension of said target; and

(4) controlling the displaying of said pair of bullet 
trajectory indicia such that said pair of bullet 
trajectory indicia visually appear to traverse said
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simulated bullet trajectory path toward said tar
get as if a said real bullet were traveling from 
said aircraft toward said target.

18. The method set forth in claim 17 wherein said step 
of controlling further includes decreasing the spacing 
between said indicia in said pair of bullet trajectory 
indicia in a proportional manner to increasing distance 
of said pair of bullet trajectory indicia along said simu
lated bullet trajectory path away from said aircraft.

19. The method set forth in claim 18 further including 
the step o f determining the actual distance o f said target 
from said aircraft when a simulated bullet is initiated 
and wherein said controlling step further includes dis
playing an indication of when the distance of said bullet 
trajectory indicia along said simulated bullet trajectory 
path equals said actually determined distance of said 
target.

* * * * *
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